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Who is the speaker?

30 second resume:
• an ancient metro Saint Louis townie
• grew up in University City
• University City High School
• B.A. Washington University (econ and math)
• Ph.D. University of Michigan (math)
• private sector data science
• founded data privacy company Capnion



The Counter-Earth

Orbiting exactly opposite the Earth you are familiar with is
another Earth, alike in many ways but also different...



Agenda

Important Concepts
• Motivation
• Zero-Knowledge Proofs
• Homomorphic Encryption
• Application to Practical Examples

Present and Future Application
• Data Ownership and New Business Models
• Private Datascience at Capnion
• What’s out there?
• Prophecy



Basic Bookkeeping

Who will volunteer to do some basic bookkeeping?



Assignment: Basic Bookkeeping

Our contractual obligations include...
• verifying that the ending funds figure is correct
• maintain secrecy of expense amounts and starting funds

Thanks for handling this. I’ve got a tee time soon. See you later.



Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic encryption allows one to do computations on
encrypted data and get the “correct” answer after decryption.



What is a zero knowledge proof?

A zero-knowledge proof is a method by which a prover,
traditionally called Peggy, proves to a verifier, traditionally called
Victor, that

• Peggy possess a particular piece of information, and...
• Peggy does not reveal that information to Victor.

Example: Digital Signatures
Peggy proves to Victor that she holds the private key
corresponding to a particular public key but Victor does not
receive any information about the private key itself.



Classic Cave Example 1

Peggy wishes to prove to Victor that she can open the magic
door in the back of a donut-shaped cave, yet she wants to
keep her method for opening the door a secret from Victor.



Classic Cave Example 2

After Peggy has entered the cave by one path or the other,
Victor shouts into the cave whether Peggy should return by
Path A or Path B.



Classic Cave Example 3

If Peggy can consistently return by the path Victor requests, she
has demonstrated that she has a method for passing through
the magic door, yet Victor has not seen Peggy open the door.



Basic Bookkeeping Revisited

Adding up the unknown, encrypted amounts to get an unknown
and correct but still encrypted amount is homomorphic
encryption.

Verifying that this encrypted amount is $30,173 without
decrypting anything is a zero-knowledge proof.



Data Ownership

Would you like to “own” your personal data?

What does it mean to own information?



Buzzword Salad

If you are looking to do more of one these but you have no
expertise in your organization, how do you get started?



Analytics Partners

Personal data you give to a business often passes through a
number of hands in its lifetime. Partners that primary data
holders (example: a hospital) work with to better analyze your
data (example: consultants) are an interesting example we’ll
examine in detail.

Depending on the industry, there are many businesses in this
rough category...
• Raters of consumer credit
• Clearing houses for financial transaction
• Risk scoring in insurance
• Many forms of consulting



Typical Data Flow



Data Flow with Cryptographic Ownership



Contrast Between New and Old

In the newer cryptographic ownership model...
• no one but the consumer holds unencrypted personal

information.
• analytics insights are the only plaintext in circulation.

When data is decrypted...
• it requires the approval of the consumer.
• it occurs late in the pipeline passes through fewer hands.
• it reveals only necessary, practical information.

The ability to tactically allow or prevent utilization of a
resource agrees with our everyday intuition of what
“ownership” should mean.



Security Subtleties 1

Let’s say I have an encrypted string and an algorithm that takes
a plaintext search string and returns the indices where that
string appears.

search(“a”) = {2,8,13}

search(“b”) = {1}

search(“c”) = {}

and so on ...

It will never take me more than 26 tries before I can reconstruct
“bart skateboards” as the plaintext.



Private Datascience at Capnion 1

If you could dedupe this list of addresses for me, that would be
great. Make sure to be on the lookout for cases where one
address is listed twice with different spellings.



Private Datascience at Capnion 2

Here we not only dedupe but also do some basic clustering to
fuzzily dedupe and all on the data while it is was still
encrypted. The displayed plaintext is only a reality check.



Security Subtleties 2

Generate keys that enable particular operations on
particular sets of data, and specifically keys that give
information on how to link records but not on how to
decrypt or do other computations



What’s Out There?

• HElib - fully homomorphic encryption software library
• the algorithms, close to the metal in C++
• https://github.com/shaih/HElib

• HomomorphicEncryption R Package
• intuitive interface in R
• http://www.louisaslett.com/HomomorphicEncryption/

• PySEAL Python Package
• intuitive interface in Python
• https://github.com/Lab41/PySEAL

• OpenMined - crowdsourced, private machine learning
• https://github.com/OpenMined

• Zcash - cryptocurrency using zero-knowledge proofs
• https://z.cash/



History and Prophecy

Some landmark papers and people...
• (Gentry 2009) “A Fully Homomorphic Encryption Scheme”
• (Gennaro, Gentry, Parno, Raykova 2013) “Quadratic Span

Programs and Succinct NIZKs without PCPs”

Craig Gentry won a MacArthur Fellowship (the “genius grant”)
for his 2009 PhD thesis work on fully homomorphic encryption
(able to compute an arbitrary algorithm on ciphertext) and was
widely interviewed afterwards.

He said at the time, almost 10 years ago, that it might be 10
years before the technology really started to catch on...



Questions

Any questions?

Feel free to contact me at acmueller@capnion.com

Slides are available at
https://github.com/capnion/ ...

random/blob/master/acm_capnion_cybercon.pdf


